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Abstract
Rationale Research indicates that genetics influence meth-
amphetamine self-administration as well as sensitization to
the psychomotor-stimulating effects of methamphetamine
(MA). Other studies have suggested that heightened levels
of impulsivity, including low levels of behavioral inhibition,
are associated with the use of drugs, including MA.
Objectives The current study examined whether lines of
mice selected for traits associated with a heightened risk of
developing MA dependence would also exhibit low levels
of drug-naïve inhibition and whether administration of MA
would result in different levels of inhibition in animals
selected to consume or respond more to MA.
Methods A go/no-go task was used to assess inhibition in
male and female mice selected for low or high levels of MA
consumption or selected for high or low levels of locomotor
sensitization to repeated injections of MA.

Results Mice selected for MA sensitization differed in false
alarms, precue response rates (measures of behavioral inhibi-
tion), and also hits (measure of operant responding). Mice
selected for MA consumption did not differ in measures of
behavioral inhibition, though hits differed. When MA was
administered prior to the task, false alarms, precue response
rates, and hits decreased for mice from all selected lines.
Female high drinking mice were particularly resistant to MA’s
effects on hits, but not precue response rate or false alarms.
Conclusions These data suggest a shared, but complex, ge-
netic association between inhibition processes, general levels
of operant responding, and MA sensitization or consumption.
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Introduction

Methamphetamine (MA) is a commonly used drug of abuse.
However, only a small portion of the population that tries MA
ever develops an addiction to this drug, and it is important to
identify factors that differentiate individuals prone to addic-
tion from those that can sustain casual use. Although environ-
mental factors likely play important roles in risk for MA
addiction, there is also evidence that genes contribute to risk
(Agrawal et al. 2004; Kendler et al. 2003; Uhl et al. 1995;
Vetulani 2001). Genetic research using animal models of traits
thought to be important for risk may offer a means for iden-
tifying specific genetic elements, as well as behavioral char-
acteristics, that influence susceptibility to addiction and
relapse (for review see Phillips et al. 2008).

Genes affecting one particular trait of interest can also
affect other traits, i.e., have pleiotropic effects (Crabbe et al.
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1990; Phillips and Belknap 2002; Phillips et al. 2002), and
this has been shown to be the case with MA-related traits.
For example, Wheeler et al. (2009) selectively bred two
lines of mice to orally self-administer either higher (MA
high drinkers, MAHDR) or lower amounts of MA (MA low
drinkers, MALDR; both lines are known collectively as
MADR mice). Compared to MALDR mice, the MAHDR
mice were more sensitive to the rewarding effects of MA and
less sensitive to the aversive effects of MA. These lines have
also been used to examine the state-dependent conditioned
rewarding effects of multiple MA doses (Shabani et al. 2011).

In another study, Scibelli et al. (2011) selectively bred two
lines of mice to exhibit either high sensitization (MA high
sensitization,MAHSENS) or relatively low sensitization (MA
low sensitization, MALSENS; both lines are known collec-
tively as MASENS mice) to the locomotor-activating effects
of repeated MA injection. The MALSENS mice were less
sensitive to the locomotor-activating effects of acute MA and
consumed higher amounts of MA. Together these studies
suggest that there is an overlap of sets of genes that influence
several MA-related behaviors, and, most notably, that these
behavioral traits are all associated with level of MA self-
administration.

The finding that some of the same genes affect several
different MA-related behaviors led us to extend the search
for pleiotropic gene effects to another trait that has been
associated with MA abuse in human populations: impulsivity.
Impulsivity is thought to have multiple distinct forms
(Evenden 1999), and one of the most commonly examined
is behavioral inhibition. A large body of evidence has shown
that impulsivity is both a risk factor for and a consequence
of drug abuse (seeMoeller and Dougherty 2002 and Carroll et
al. 2010, for reviews), and MA abusers have been found to
have decreased behavioral inhibition in a stop-signal task
(Monterosso et al. 2005). Unfortunately, human studies have
difficulty dissociating the separate roles of genes and environ-
ment. Animal research accomplishes this more easily, but little
research has examined the relationship between MA and
impulsivity in animal models. However, research with related
psychostimulants such as d-amphetamine and methylpheni-
date has reported some effects. Both d-amphetamine and
methylphenidate administered acutely have generally de-
creased behavioral inhibition in the five choice serial reaction
time task (5CSRTT) in rats (Cole and Robbins 1987; Cole and
Robbins 1989; Harrison et al. 1997; van Gaalen et al. 2006;
but see Bizarro and Stolerman 2003; Bizarro et al. 2004).
Conversely, these two drugs generally increased behavioral
inhibition in the stop-signal task (de Wit et al. 2000; de Wit et
al. 2002; Eagle and Robbins 2003; Eagle et al. 2007; Feola et
al. 2000) and go/no-go tasks (de Wit et al. 2002; Vaidya et al.
1998; but see Fillmore et al. 2003; Loos et al. 2010). Such
disparate findings likely reflect differences in the underlying
processes that the tasks themselves measure, as shown by

studies indicating different neuroanatomical and neurophar-
macological correlates of performance on different tasks (for
reviews see Eagle and Baunez 2010; Eagle et al. 2008; Perry
and Carroll 2008; Winstanley et al. 2010).

No studies have examined the genetic relationship be-
tween MA self-administration and MA sensitization and
impulsivity. Nonetheless, research with other drugs of abuse
suggests that such a relationship may exist (cocaine: Anker
et al. 2008; Dalley et al. 2007; ethanol: Wilhelm et al. 2007).
To assess this, we performed two experiments. Using a go/
no-go task, we examined basal levels of behavioral inhibi-
tion for both sets of MADR and MASENS lines to establish
if there were genetic associations. Because higher impulsiv-
ity is associated with a higher likelihood of developing an
addiction, we expected that the MAHDR mice, which self-
administered more MA than the MALDR mice, would also
exhibit lower levels of behavioral inhibition than the
MALDR mice. For the same reason, we expected that the
MALSENS mice would have lower behavioral inhibition
than the MAHSENS mice. We also examined the effects of
MA on behavioral inhibition in these sets of lines. We hy-
pothesized that MA would increase behavioral inhibition, as
related psychostimulants have increased inhibition in go/no-
go tasks (de Wit et al. 2002; Vaidya et al. 1998). de Wit et al.
(2002) showed this effect to be limited to individuals with low
basal behavioral inhibition. Therefore, we expected that MA
would increase inhibition more in MAHDR mice than in
MALDR mice and would also increase inhibition more in
MALSENS mice than in MAHSENS mice.

Methods

Subjects

Subjects were male and female mice from lines that were
selectively bred for high or low levels of voluntary consump-
tion of water containing MAwhen it was offered versus plain
tap water (MAHDR and MALDR, respectively; selection as
described by Wheeler et al. 2009). Male and female mice
selectively bred for high or low levels of locomotor sensitiza-
tion induced by repeated treatment with 1 mg/kg of MAwere
also used (MAHSENS and MALSENS, respectively; selec-
tion as described by Scibelli et al. 2011). The mice used in the
current studies were from S5G6 (where S5 refers to the
number of selected generations and G6 refers to the total
number of generations that have elapsed since selection be-
gan) and were obtained from the Methamphetamine Abuse
Research Center Animal Core within the VA Medical Center,
Portland OR, USA.

Micewere housed two to five per cage under a 12:12-h light/
dark cycle (lights on at 6 a.m.) in a temperature-controlled
vivarium (21.7 ± 1°C) and maintained according to guidelines
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provided by the Oregon Health & Science University’s
Department of Comparative Medicine. The Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee approved all procedures.

Mice were weighed for 5 days to obtain their free-feeding
weights. MADR and MASENS mice were tested in separate
experiments. At the beginning of the study, MADR mice
were 48.98±1.18 days old and weighed 20.90±0.61 g, and
MASENSmice were 92.48±2.64 days old andweighed 29.22±
0.69 g. However, within each selected line, MALSENS and
MAHSENSmice did not differ in weight or age, andMALDR
and MAHDR mice did not differ in weight or age. The first
day of behavioral training occurred after a minimum of 48 h
on a food-restricted diet; the mice were then maintained at
approximately 90% of their free-feeding weights with labora-
tory mouse chow. The food-restricted diet was imposed to
ensure that animals responded in the go/no-go task, which
used sucrose solution as a reinforcer.

A total of 45 MADR mice and 64 MASENS mice par-
ticipated. Of these, 41 MADR and 50 MASENS mice com-
pleted the baseline go/no-go task and all subsequently
received four doses of MA, including placebo, according
to a Latin square design (see “Procedure” section), while
completing the same go/no-go task.

Apparatus

The test chambers were identical to those described in
Gubner et al. (2010). Briefly, behavior was assessed in 16
Med-Associates (St. Albans, VT, USA) operant condition-
ing chambers, inside boxes designed to attenuate external
noise and containing fans for ventilation. A 2.8-W house
light was mounted in the panel to the left of the door of each
chamber (the “back panel”). The panel to the right of each
door (the “front panel”) contained three nose poke holes,
each of which contained a nose poke detector and a reward
cup for liquid rewards. This panel also contained two yellow
LED lights, which served as the cue lights; each light was
centered 1.91 cm above the left- or rightmost nose poke
hole. Eighteen-gauge stainless steel pipes connected by
plastic tubing attached to a syringe secured in a Med-
Associates pump allowed 10% (w/v) sucrose solution to be
delivered into the reward cup.

Procedure

Go/no-go task The go/no-go task was identical to that de-
scribed in Gubner et al. (2010), which was modeled after
McDonald et al. (1998). Sessions ended after 60 trials were
completed or 40 min had passed. Each trial began with a 9–
24-s variable-duration precue period, which was signaled by
the house light being lit. Responses made during the last 3 s
of the precue period reset the trial to prevent ongoing
responding at the end of the precue period being mistakenly

classified as a response during the cue. “Go” trials were sig-
naled by the cue light being lit above the left or right nose poke
hole (side counterbalanced between subjects but constant
throughout the study for an individual subject). A nose poke
response during a go trial terminated the go cue and was
reinforced with 20 μl of 10% sucrose solution. A “click”
signaled the delivery of the reward and the start of the 3-s
reward period. If no response occurred during the go cue, the
cue and the house light were switched off after 5 s, and a 10-s
intertrial interval (ITI) period began. “No-go” trials were sig-
naled by a continuous 65-dB, 2.9-kHz tone. If no nose poke
response was made during the no-go cue (5 s), 20-μl sucrose
solution was delivered at the end of the period, signaled by a
click. Both go and no-go reinforcerswere delivered to the same
aperture. After a 3-s reward period, the 10-s ITI began. If a
nose poke response was made during the no-go period, the
tone and house light were turned off and the ITI began. Go and
no-go trials were scheduled in a random order for each session,
with the proviso that there would be 30 of each.

Baseline Following training (see Table 1 for training data),
mice performed the task for 15 sessions. Beginning at this
point, the most recent five sessions for each individual were
assessed for stability in hits (responses during go cue), false
alarms (responses during no-go cue), and precue response rate
by visually examining plots of these measures (Perone 1999),
and if no general trends were present in all three measures, the
subject’s performance was considered stable (Fig. 1). If per-
formance was stable, the mice advanced to the drug adminis-
tration phase of the study. If measures were not stable, mice
continued in the baseline phase until the criteria were met (see
Table 1 for number of sessions required to attain stable per-
formance under baseline conditions). Because performance
measures were assessed on a subject-by-subject basis, formal
statistic techniques were not used. The final five sessions were
averaged for use in analyses of baseline performance.

Drug administration After the baseline phase, all mice re-
ceived four doses of methamphetamine (0.0, 1.0, 2.0, and
4.0 mg/kg s.c. for MASENS mice and 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, and
2.0 mg/kg s.c. for MADR mice, dissolved in 0.9% physio-
logical saline solution). Injections occurred on Tuesdays and
Fridays, with each dose given on four occasions in a Latin
square design. On other sessions (Monday, Wednesday, and
Thursday), no injections were given. Thus, this phase of the
study required 8 weeks to complete.

Excluded subjects and sessions

Eighteen mice were excluded from the experiment because
they either did not complete phase 1 or 2 of go/no-go training,
died, or had to be euthanized (MAHDR male01, MAHDR
female02, MALDR female01, MAHSENS female05,
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MAHSENS male03, MALSENS female02, and MALSENS
male04). Out of a total of 1,456 injections, 20 were considered
unreliable due to subject movement that led them to not receive
the full dose (MAHDR male05, MAHDR female06,
MALDR male05, and MALDR female04; MAHSENS
male01, MAHSENS female01, MALSENS male03, and
MALSENS female01). In these instances, the three other
injections at that specific dose were averaged and the mean
score was used to replace the missing data.

Data analysis

False alarms and precue response rate were the dependent
variables used to measure behavioral inhibition. False
alarms were operationally defined as responses made during
the no-go cue. Precue response rate was defined as the total
number of responses made during the precue periods divid-
ed by the total precue time. Additional measures of interest
were hits (i.e., responses during the go cue), which may
reflect motivation for the sucrose reward or general operant
activity level and response latency following the onset of a
go or no-go cue. In this manuscript, we interpret changes in
measures of behavioral inhibition to indicate changes in the
neurophysiological correlates of inhibition only if these

changes are not accompanied by similar, proportional
changes in other response indices like hits.

Because MADR and MASENSmice were generated using
different selection criteria, their data were collected at different
times, and since they had differences in age and weight, data
for the two sets of selection lines were analyzed separately.
Baseline data were examined using analysis of variance
(ANOVA) techniques with sex (two: male, female) and line
(two: MALDR, MAHDR or MALSENS, MAHSENS) as
separate factors. Injection data were analyzed by using a
two-level factor (injection) that included each injection ses-
sion and the preceding, non-injection session, resulting in a
factor sensitive to fluctuations in performance independent of
the injection itself. MA injection data were analyzedwith a 2×
2×2×4 ANOVA (line × sex × injection × dose). For measures
also showing a line or sex difference, we performed these post
hoc tests separately for each line or sex. Where there were
violations of sphericity, we report Huynh–Feldt adjusted
degrees of freedom.

Drug-associated changes in measures of behavioral inhibi-
tion (false alarms and precue response rate) could be due to
changes in either a process uniquely associated with behav-
ioral inhibition or a process associated with more general
changes in behavior such as motivation or behavioral activa-
tion. As a first step in disambiguating these possibilities, we
compared the proportions for hits, false alarms, and precue
response rate calculated relative to each measure’s value on
the preinjection saline day for each animal. Two-way repeated
measures ANOVAs were used to analyze the differences in
MA's effects on the three measures of interest (false alarms,
precue response rate, and hits) for the MA doses. ANOVAs
were conducted separately for each line and each sex.
Significant measure × dose effects were examined further
using simple ANOVAs at each dose and Bonferroni post hoc
tests between specific doses to identify doses at which the
proportion measures differed.

Results

Baseline

Experiment 1: MADR mice There were no differences in
false alarms or precue responding between the high and low
lines (Fig. 2a, b). However, MALDR mice had more
hits (F(1, 37)06.08, p00.018) than did MAHDR mice
(Fig. 2c), suggesting that the similarities in these measures
of behavioral inhibition between lines were independent of
differences in general levels of responding. Animals did not
differ in latency to respond to either cue.

Experiment 2: MASENS mice MALSENS mice made more
false alarms (F(1, 46)015.30, p<0.001), and a higher precue

Table 1 Mean ± SEM number of sessions to complete training phases
1 and 2 for go/no-go task and to attain stable performance under
baseline conditions

Strain Na Phase 1b Phase 2c Baselined

MALDR Male 9 5.44±0.73 5.00±0.68 19.00±0.94

Female 12 5.75±0.63 2.75±0.58 20.33±0.82

MAHDR Male 11 6.00±0.66 4.18±0.61 20.64±0.85

Female 9 5.00±0.73 3.22±0.67 21.44±0.94

MALSENS Male 12 2.58±0.56 2.00±0.71 28.33±1.72

Female 14 3.00±0.52 2.14±0.65 28.79±1.59

MAHSENS Male 11 4.18±0.59 2.91±0.74 28.55±1.80

Female 13 4.92±0.54 5.46±0.68 23.62±1.65

Notes.
aMice that failed to acquire the task at any training phase are excluded
(see “Results” section for number of failures)
b During phase 1, there were 60 go trials and 0 no-go trials; each go cue
lasted for 30 s. Mice advanced to phase 2 of training by responding on
at least 30 of the 60 go trials within 40 min for two consecutive
sessions. MALSENS mice advanced after fewer sessions than the
MAHSENS mice (F(1, 46)010.19, p00.003). No other differences
were found
c During phase 2 the go cue was shortened to 10 s, and mice again had
to respond on at least 30 of 60 go trials within 40 min for two
consecutive sessions. Again, MALSENS mice advanced more quickly
than MAHSENS mice (F(1, 46)09.24, p00.004)
d The baseline phase consisted of 30 go trials and 30 no-go trials (see
“Procedure” section for full description). Mice attained stable behavior
at similar rates, and no significant line differences were observed
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response rate (F(1, 46)012.21, p00.001), but also more hits
(F(1, 46)019.21, p<0.001), than did MAHSENS mice
(Fig. 2). Therefore, although measures of behavioral inhibi-
tion differed between lines, this appeared to be part of a
general difference in responding rather than a difference

specific to inhibitory processes. MASENS males had more
hits than females (F(1, 46)013.59, p00.001) and responded
more quickly to the go cue than females (F(1, 46)012.78, p0
0.001). MALSENS mice also responded more quickly than
MAHSENS mice to the go cue (line: F(1, 46)034.75, p<

Fig. 1 Mean (±SEM) indices of inhibition in 5 days before entering
the injection phase of the experiment. There was a small, but signifi-
cant increase in hits across the 5 days for the MADR mice (F(4, 148)0

4.27, p00.003), but no other measure. It should be noted that this effect
for hits was no longer significant if the data point for the first session
was removed from the data
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Fig. 2 Mean (±SEM)
number of trials on which
mice responded during the
no-go cue (a false alarms) or
the go cue (c hits) and the rate
of response during the precue
period in responses/second
(b precue response rate).
*p<0.05
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0.001), and female MAHSENS mice responded more quickly
to the no-go cue than other MASENS mice (line × sex:
F(1, 46)04.54, p00.039).

Effects of MA administration

Experiment 1: MADR mice MA dose-dependently decreased
responding. There were fewer false alarms (dose × injection:
F(3, 111)039.70, p<0.001), a lower precue response rate
(dose × injection: F(2.97, 110.05)023.34, p<0.001) but also
fewer hits (dose × injection: F(2.8, 103.61)069.27, p<0.001)
in both lines. Therefore, although MA led to a decrease in our
measures of behavioral inhibition, this decline appeared to be
attributable to a general decline in activity.

In addition to the main effects of dose, there were differ-
ences in how responding in the high and low lines altered as a
function of dose (Fig. 3).MALDRmice had significantly fewer
false alarms than MAHDR mice at doses 1.0 and 2.0 mg/kg
(dose × injection × line:F(3, 111)06.30, p00.001, with follow-
up Bonferroni post hoc tests). A similar pattern was observed
for precue response rate (dose × injection × line: F(2.97,
110.05)02.83, p00.042), although there were no significant
line differences at any dose. Despite having more hits on days
prior to receiving an injection (injection × line: F(1, 37)0
29.04, p<0.001), which was consistent with the line difference
at baseline (Fig. 2), MALDR mice had significantly fewer hits
than did MAHDR mice at doses 1.0 and 2.0 mg/kg (dose ×
injection × line: F(2.80, 103.61)012.69, p<0.001, with
follow-up Bonferroni post hoc tests). Bonferroni post hoc tests
showed that hits, false alarms, and precue response rate were
significantly lower at all doses when compared to saline for
MALDR mice. However, dose effects were less evident for
MAHDRmice, which showed reduced false alarms and precue
response rate at 1.0 and 2.0 mg/kg, but reduced hits only at
2.0 mg/kg. Notice that the effects for each dose were also
significantly different when compared to their respective pre-
injection data. These data therefore suggest that MA decreased
measures of behavioral inhibition without affecting hits in
MAHDR mice at a dose of 1.0 mg/kg. Female MAHDR mice
appeared particularly resistant toMA’s effects on hits, although
there were no significant differences between the female and
male MAHDR mice at any dose (dose × injection × line ×
sex: F(2.80, 103.61)03.10, p00.033). There were no other
sex differences nor interactions in any other measures
(see Fig. 3d–f), nor were there any effects of MA dose
on latency to either the go or no-go cue for these lines
(all ps>0.05).

Comparing proportions of hits, false alarms, and precue
rate to each other revealed a significant difference in the
effect of MA on the three measures for female MALDR,
male MALDR, and female MAHDR mice (dose × measure:
female MALDR: F(3.95, 39.47)04.70, p00.003; male
MALDR: F(6, 54)03.97, p00.002; female MAHDR: F(6,

72)06.75, p<0.001; see Fig. 4). Simple effects ANOVAs
for each dose accompanied with Bonferroni post hoc tests
show that, proportionally, female MAHDR had a lower
precue response rate and fewer false alarms than hits at all
doses except for saline, with a few additional differences for
other sexes and lines at other doses (see Fig. 4). This suggests
that, although changes in measures in behavioral inhibition
were often accompanied by changes in measures in operant
activity, these changes were sometimes more pronounced in
measures of behavioral inhibition, particularly in female
MAHDR mice.

Experiment 2: MASENS mice As shown in Fig. 5, MA dose-
dependently decreased behavior—there were fewer false
alarms (dose × injection: F(2.66, 122.23)0104.23, p<0.001),
hits (dose × injection: F(2.88, 132.51)0160.85, p<0.001), and
a lower precue response rate (dose × injection: F(2.65,
122.08)089.13, p<0.001) in both lines. Therefore, although
MA led to a decrease in measures of behavioral inhibition, the
effects appeared attributable to general decreases in responding
in the task.

There were no line differences in any measure (Fig. 5a–c),
nor effects of MA on latency to either the go or the no-go cue
for these lines (all ps>0.05). However, there were main effects
of sex. Males and females did not differ in number of false
alarms, but males showed a significantly lower precue re-
sponse rate (F(1, 46)08.55, p00.005) and made fewer
responses during the go cue (F(1, 46)07.42, p00.009) com-
pared to females (Fig. 5e, f). For hits, there was also a signif-
icant dose × injection × sex interaction for hits (F(2.88,
132.51)04.08, p00.009) that Bonferroni post hoc tests indi-
cated was due tomales respondingmore to the go cue following
the saline dose. Therefore, unlike the mice lines (MALSENS
and MAHSENS), whose preinjection day differences in hits
were maintained across doses of MA, the difference between
males and females disappeared upon administration of MA
(Fig. 5c, f). Bonferroni post hoc tests showed that hits, false
alarms, and precue response rate were significantly lower at all
MA doses when compared to saline for both males and
females, suggesting MA’s effects on these animals were due
to a general reduction in responding, rather than a specific
effect on measures of behavioral inhibition.

Analyses of the proportions of hits, false alarms, and pre-
cue rate indicated a significant difference in the effect of MA
on the three measures for female MALSENS and female
MAHSENS mice (dose × measure: female MALSENS:
F(6, 84)04.10, p00.001; female MAHSENS: F(3.06,
36.72)08.75, p<0.001; see Fig. 6). Simple effects ANOVAs
for each dose accompanied with Bonferroni post hoc test
showed few differences at isolated doses (see Fig. 6). This
suggests that changes in measures of behavioral inhibition
were largely accompanied by changes in measures of general
operant behavior.
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Fig. 3 Mean (±SEM) indices of inhibition as a function of MA dose
for the MADR mice. Left, comparing high and low lines: a the number
of trials on which mice responded during the no-go cue and b the rate
of response during the precue period. c The number of go trials on
which the mouse made a response (hits) as a function of MA dose.

Right, comparing males and females: d the number of trials on which
mice responded during the no-go cue and e the rate of response during
the precue period. f The number of go trials on which the mouse made
a response (hits) as a function of MA dose
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Discussion

During the baseline condition, mice exhibited different re-
sponse profiles in the go/no-go task. The MADR lines did
not differ in measures of behavioral inhibition. However,
MALDR mice had more hits than MAHDR mice, suggesting
that they were more responsive to the go cue. Because a light
was used as the go cue for all mice, it is possible that this cue
wasmore salient forMALDRmice. Additional research would
be needed to address this possibility. Drug-naïve MAHSENS
mice exhibited lower levels of operant activity across all
measures than did drug-naïve MALSENS mice. This line dif-
ference in operant activity is not likely to be due to a difference
in sucrose preference or motivation because these lines do not
differ in preference for another sweet substance, saccharin
(Scibelli et al. 2011). However, it may be that the lower rates
of operant responding reflected differences in general activity,
as MAHSENS mice have been shown to have lower basal
locomotor activity than MALSENS mice (Scibelli et al. 2011).

We did not directly compare the MADR mice to the
MASENS mice for several reasons. This was primarily
because differences in selection criteria prevent meaningful
comparisons. Additionally, differences in the age and weight
for these two sets of lines could have influenced some of our
findings. Walter and Giovanni (2003) showed that age can

influence some measures of impulsivity in mice. In our study
increased age was correlated with more false alarms in
MASENS mice (r00.26, p00.046). Also, increased weight
was correlated with more false alarms and more hits in
MASENS mice (r00.38, p00.003, r00.38, p00.003). There
were no significant relationships for MADR mice, which
entered into the study at a younger age.

MA had marked effects on all lines of mice tested and
resulted in a dose-dependent decrease in false alarms, precue
response rate, and hits. It seems likely that, certainly at the
higher doses, the effects ofMA on each of thesemeasures were
due to a general reduction in responding in the task.
Importantly, our results at the higher doses are similar to a
recent finding that amphetamine decreased responding in mice
in the go/no-go task while having no effects specific to meas-
ures of behavioral inhibition (Loos et al. 2010). Interestingly,
these authors also found that the same doses of amphetamine
increased premature responding in the 5CSRTTwithout affect-
ing responding on other measures in mice. This suggests that
the effects of amphetamine on behavioral inhibition are task
specific. Nonetheless, it is possible that lower doses of MA
would yield additionally interesting data in the go/no-go task.

Although MA dose-dependently decreased responding in
all mice, the exact nature of this effect varied. In MASENS
mice, MA decreased responding regardless of the dependent

Fig. 4 Mean proportional
(±SEM) indices of inhibition as a
function of MA dose for the
MADR mice. Each data point
represents the proportion of the
values obtained for each measure
on the preinjection saline day. a
the proportion of the preinjection
saline day for hits, false alarms,
and precue response rate
obtained for female MALDR
mice across dose; b the
proportion of the preinjection
saline day for hits, false alarms,
and precue response rate
obtained for male MALDR mice
across dose. c the proportion of
the preinjection saline day for
hits, false alarms, and precue
response rate obtained for female
MAHDRmice across dose; d the
proportion of the preinjection
saline day for hits, false alarms,
and precue response rate
obtained for male MAHDRmice
across dose. *p<0.05;
**p<0.01; ***p<0.001
comparing false alarms and
hits. +p<0.05; ++p<0.01;
+++p<0.001 comparing precue
response rate and hits
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Fig. 5 Mean (±SEM) indices of inhibition as a function of MA dose
for the MASENS mice. Left, comparing high and low lines: a the
number of trials on which mice responded during the no-go cue and
b the rate of response during the precue period. c The number of go
trials on which the mouse made a response (hits) as a function of MA

dose. Right, comparing males and females: d The number of trials on
which mice responded during the no-go cue and e the rate of response
during the precue period. f The number of go trials on which the mouse
made a response (hits) as a function of MA dose
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measure examined. However, in MADR mice, MA dose-
dependently decreased precue response rate and false alarms
more than hits. This effect was particularly robust in female
MAHDR mice. Since MADRmice do not differ by either sex
or line in sensitivity to the locomotor-activating effects of
acute or repeated treatment with doses of MA up to those
used here (Shabani et al. 2011), it seems unlikely that loco-
motor differences are the cause of differences in measures of
behavioral inhibition. Our finding for MADR mice is consis-
tent with previous findings of other studies that found psy-
chostimulants to increase behavioral inhibition in the go/no-
go task (de Wit et al. 2002; Vaidya et al. 1998). MA may be
increasing behavioral inhibition via its actions on several
different neurotransmitter systems, as it has been shown to
increase levels of norepinephrine (NE), dopamine (DA), and
serotonin (5-HT) (Rothman et al. 2001). Both NE and 5-HT
have been shown to alter behavioral inhibition in the go/no-go
task (Ma et al. 2003; Harrison et al. 1999, respectively). More
interestingly, a study by Frank et al. (2007) showed that

individuals with ADHD had lower accuracy on a probabilistic
selection task, and that subjects that were on medication
(methylphenidate) increased their accuracy for the go signal
in the task, but not the no-go signal. The authors suggest that
because individuals with ADHD have lower striatal DA
(Sagvolden et al. 2005), methylphenidate is having its effects
on the go process by increasing striatal DA. Indeed, another
study by the same group found that low doses of haloperidol
(which increases DA in the striatum at low doses; Garris et al.
2003) increased the number of hits in a go/no-go task (Frank
and O'Reilly 2006). This research is consistent with our find-
ing that MA increased hits in MAHDR mice at the lowest
dose, although it should be noted that this effect did not
survive the Bonferroni post hoc correction for significance.

As stated above, the high and low MASENS lines did not
markedly differ in their response to MA. Nonetheless, the
MASENS mice did differ by sex. MA significantly reduced
hits in the males more than in the females. Previous research
has shown female MASENS mice to have a higher preference

Fig. 6 Mean proportional (±SEM) indices of inhibition as a function
of MA dose for the MASENS mice. Each data point represents the
proportion of the values obtained for each measure on the preinjection
saline day. a The proportion of the preinjection saline day for hits, false
alarms, and precue response rate obtained for female MALSENS mice
across dose; b the proportion of the preinjection saline day for hits,
false alarms, and precue response rate obtained for male MALSENS

mice across dose. c The proportion of the preinjection saline day for
hits, false alarms, and precue response rate obtained for female MAH-
SENS mice across dose; d the proportion of the preinjection saline day
for hits, false alarms, and precue response rate obtained for male
MAHSENS mice across dose. *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 com-
paring false alarms and hits. +p<0.05; ++p<0.01; +++p<0.001 com-
paring precue response rate and hits
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for saccharin than males (Scibelli et al. 2011). Thus, it is
possible that this higher preference is protective against any
effects MAmay have on the appetitive value of sucrose, which
may explain the results we see. It is difficult to compare these
sex differences with other literature, in part due to the lack of
studies examining sex effects. In the studies examining the
effects of methylphenidate or d-amphetamine on go/no-go
performance, two studies had no females (Vaidya et al. 1998;
Loos et al. 2010), one study did not appear to include sex in
their analysis (Fillmore et al. 2003), and the final study found
no effect of sex (de Wit et al. 2002). In terms of other behav-
ioral inhibition tasks, to our knowledge, no gender differences
have been reported in MA abusers (e.g., Monterosso et al.
2005; Tabibnia et al. 2011; Verdejo-Garcia et al. 2006), but
these studies did not explicitly include sex in their analysis.
Therefore, it is difficult to see how such findings relate to
human studies.

In conclusion, we did not find any differences in behavioral
inhibition at baseline, but we did find that MA decreased false
alarms and precue response rate to varying degrees depending
on the mice tested. These changes were often accompanied by
decreases in hits, suggesting a general decline in operant
activity was responsible. However, decreases in hits did not
accompany decreases in measures of behavioral inhibition
under all doses for MADR mice, implying increased behav-
ioral inhibition following these particular doses of MA. This
effect was particularly strong in female MAHDR mice, sug-
gesting that a combination of sex and selection for MA drink-
ing can influence MA’s effects on behavioral inhibition.
Finally, this study highlights the importance of concurrent
measures of activity to interpret alterations in measures of
behavioral inhibition and the need, in future research, to
delineate the components that contribute to the expression of
behavioral inhibition.
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